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This Mile End renovation transformed a dumpy, dim kitchen
into this sunlightfilled, attractive and versatile space. The
client entertains and wanted to interact with guests while
cooking.
Interior designer Maria Rosa Di Ioia and architect Emilie Bédard redesigned the
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space with an emphasis on lighting, simple lines and the use of wood to add a sense of
warmth.

White-washed fir floors were installed throughout the home, including the kitchen.
These floors, plus sun-facing windows, a raised ceiling, and white walls add light into
the final product. The kitchen features teak veneer cabinetry with strong accents of
black in the granite countertop, stovetop hood and black backsplash.

“It’s more masculine than, let’s say, a white or coloured kitchen,” Di Ioia said.

 

The home is a third-storey apartment on the west side of Esplanade Avenue, near St-
Viateur Street. It was built in about 1910 and was fairly typical of Mile End
apartments. Rooms were all separate and connected by a long corridor down the
middle. Not much natural light entered the apartment.

Because of the building’s orientation in relation to the sun, Di Ioia explained, it was
an obvious choice to keep the kitchen and living areas at the back of the apartment,
where the light now pours in.



In late March of 2014, the demolition began. Walls came down and the roof was
removed.

The new roof was raised, gaining height throughout almost all of the apartment. This,
and several other strategies, have significantly improved the kitchen’s lighting.

“I put in white walls so we also gained reflection,” Di Ioia said.

Just off the kitchen is a black-framed glass door out to a 25-foot-wide deck. The
dining area across from the kitchen has a 10-foot wide window. Off the other end of
the kitchen is an open stairwell that leads up to a rooftop terrasse. Sunlight pours
down this shaft and reflects off of its white-painted panels.

“The floor also helps,” Di Ioia said of the white-washed wide-planked fir floors that
reflect sunlight. They were “a must” for the client, Di Ioia said. He’s originally from
Sweden and early in the design process he was sending her images of designs he
liked. These white-washed floors, common in Scandinavia, were in each of his
pictures, she said.

The kitchen island overlooks the dining and living areas and holds a black induction
stovetop, so it’s ideal for a cook who wants to interact with guests.

The view across the island also reveals an original red brick wall along the dining and
living areas.

Colouring in the kitchen itself, aside from the extensive teak and black, is minimal.
Faucets in the sink are red, and are much like the outdoor taps that turn on a garden
hose. The client brought two yellow stools from his previous apartment, where guests
can sit and face him when he’s cooking.

The black accenting in the kitchen includes the backsplash in the sink alcove, which
helps to conceal messy splashes, Di Ioia said.



Walls were painted in Benjamin Moore’s Oxford White. The main lighting for the
open-concept back end of the apartment is Wan spot lighting, from Flos, and there is
also LED lighting mounted under the cupboards above the sink, as well as halogen
lights in the hood above the stovetop.

Big kitchen equipment can be stored in a pantry at one end of the kitchen by the deck
door.

On the other side of the deck door, and close to the dining area, is a large cupboard
whose doors slide back into the unit. A black granite countertop matching the island
is revealed and this area is for making coffee.

Storage is integrated on either side of the kitchen island, and the cupboards facing
the dining area open with touch latches.

The cabinetry is made of dark grey melamine, covered in teak veneer and black
lacquer.

Raw steel was used to make the winding staircase that leads up to the rooftop
terrasse. It’s covered in a clear lacquer.



“We called a guy that did exterior staircases,” Di Ioia said. “He did one for us in the
interior.”

The rooftop terrasse includes a cedar deck and a steel-and-cedar cooking area that’s
fully equipped in the summer months.

The built-in features here include a large picnic table, a counter with a sink, some
storage and electrical outlets.

“He has everything he needs there,” Di Ioia said.

Appliances by Bosch in the year-round indoor kitchen include the induction stovetop,
the black double-wall oven, and built-in dishwasher. The built-in fridge and freezer
are made by Thermador and finished with teak. The external motor for the kitchen
hood is by Broan, and a wine cooler is by GE.

The sink is from Kohler’s Vault collection and the faucet is Oxygene Hi Tech, by
Gessi.

An unusual request from the client, Di Ioia noted, was that he wanted a free-standing
garbage can, out in the open. His chosen brand was VIPP.

Architect Emilie Bédard and interior designer Maria Rosa Di Ioia have been
collaborating on projects for two years, and recently created a partnership, EM
Architecture (link towww.emarchitecture.ca)

Project suppliers include:
Cabinetry by Kastella: www.Kastella.ca

Countertops by Granits Larochelle: www.granitslarochelle.com

Spiral staircase by Regis Côté: 514-917-8771

Appliances from Almar: www.almarappliance.com
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http://www.emarchitecture.ca/
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Sink & faucet from Aqua Mobilier de bain:www.aquamobilier.com

Lighting from Flos: http://usa.flos.com/Flos/Johanna-Grawunder/03-6170-05-
90
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